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Letter 210
VISION
Jesus The Cornerstone
2013-09-28
Dear Dan,
28 September 2013.
A few days ago Jesus came in the Spirit into my bedroom and said to me in the presence of angels Gabe
and Gabriella;
“PAY CLOSE ATTENTION OVER THE NEXT FEW DAYS.”
Today in the hours after I woke up and while I was in my ofWice at my computer, Jesus came again in the
Spirit and brought me into His vision. I was taken to a Church classroom, which was large enough to be
the size of two classrooms. In a darkened corner, Jesus was seated in a chair that reminded me of a throne,
but was also just a plain old chair. And He and the chair were a little larger than what would be normal for
that environment.
As I looked, I saw toward the front of the room a large group of young people. They were laughing and
joking with one another in the happiness of Christ, but they were unaware of Jesus sitting in the back
corner in His teacher’s chair, observing.
I saw everything. Both Jesus and the students, but they continued to just stay at the front and have a good
time. Then I knew what He wanted, and in anguish I came and fell at His feet. He lowered Himself to His
knees and as He was doing so became “normal” in size, relative to the room and myself. He knelt with me,
put His head next to mine and hugged my neck. This was the end of the vision.
Then I began to experience BOTH in the Spirit AND in the Natural a great pain in my chest. It felt like
something had been removed and there was a gaping whole. I asked angel Gabe what this was. He said;
“JESUS HAS REMOVED THE BURDEN HE GAVE TO YOU YEARS AGO, TO GIVE YOU A NEW BURDEN FOR
HIS CHILDREN. THESE ARE THEY WHO KNOW THE POWER OF GOD BUT DO NOT KNOW HIS
SCRIPTURES. JESUS IS SENDING US INTO HIS BODY TO BRING RECONCILIATION BETWEEN THOSE WHO
EMPHASIZE THE SCRIPTURE, AND THOSE WHO EMPHASIZE THE POWER OF GOD. DO YOU REMEMBER
THE WORD I USED TO TELL YOU?
YOU ARE AN APOSTLE OF PEACE AND A PROPHET OF LOVE.
NOW THIS WORD WILL BE TESTED”.
It occurred to me as I was writing this letter that I need to modify how I have treated the written records
of the Dreams and Visions the Lord has given me. Somehow, I need to Wind a way to embed the Dreams
and Vision into the Letters To Daniel. Right now they are separate. The Lord wants them to become united
as One. This letter is the beginning of that process.
The other day at work, as I was reWlecting on these things, I said to angels Gabe and Gabriella that it
seemed as though Satan was trying to “rip off” the warp nacelles from the Enterprise, meaning that I was
the Enterprise, and Gabe and Gabriella were the Nacelles. Satan was trying to separate me from God’s
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love, and destroy the unique relationship the Lord has gifted to Gabriella, Gabe and me. And just now
Gabriella said that Satan had thrown everything he had at me and at us at (G6), since I started there until
just the other day when he Wled completely according to Scripture.
As I write this letter, I Wind myself feeling almost as weak as I did after Harborview, and during the Day of
7 when I needed to have Angels stand with me inside my body. The difference now is that the Presence of
The Word has become complete in my heart and soul. And because of this, my spirit man has matured to
the point where Angels simply cannot Wit anymore*. I have grown to maturity in Christ to where my spirit
completely Wills the tent of my body. Still, the Angels stand with me in all things, and even more so as they
minister the healing touch of the Father and the Son as I am being made well and begin to gear up for the
next war.
Perhaps in other Letters I can describe more of these most recent things. It’s as if a Wiber-optic cable from
Heaven was lit up and a huge amount of data was streamed into my heart. Right now I don’t have the
capacity to transmit, only to receive.
*That is, they don’t Wit in my physical body anymore. There are other dimensions to Believers where they
do Wit.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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